The edition intends to reach a wider audience, facilitating its use by students and colleagues from
other disciplines by including grammatical information and links to Chr. Bartholomae’s Altiranisches
Wörterbuch, the standard dictionary of the Avestan
language.
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Moreover, the platform links each stanza to the Avestan Digital Archive, making the text of our edition
easily comparable with the manuscripts. In a separate display, we also include the standard apparatuses of a critical edition for each stanza: parallels and
text critical apparatus. The CAB Generator also provides fundamental ritual information: conditions for
the recitation of the stanza, actions to be performed
simultaneously, historical changes in the performance, etc. Finally, we offer our own translation of
the stanza accompanied by all currently available
translations.
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For more information on the Corpus Avesticum
Berolinense, please contact the Office of the Institute of
Iranian Studies: iranistik@geschkult.fu-berlin.de.
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Scope of the Project

CAB Generator

Corpus Avesticum Berolinense (CAB), a DFG funded longterm project carried out at the Institute of Iranian Studies, Freie Universität Berlin, is the first endeavor of its
kind to edit the entire Avestan Zoroastrian textual corpus
within its ritual context. It is the result of a fundamental
paradigm shift in the past decades towards recognizing
the primarily ritual character of the Avestan texts. To that
end, our edition represents these texts as elements of a
ritual performance. The goal of the project is to produce
both digital and printed editions of the texts. However,
the extant material, particularly the recent discovery of a
number of important manuscripts in Iran, only supports
the display of the texts from the early modern, especially
Safavid era. We can thus reconstruct, on the one hand, an
older former system of rituals, going back to the Antiquity. On the other, we can edit each single text in its ritual concreteness, realised primarily through the editorial
incorporation of the ritual instructions in the liturgical
manuscripts.

The main platform for the display of the edited rituals is the CAB Generator, which produces a fresh ceremony based on the parameters the users have chosen (described above). These parameters necessitate
changes in the text as well as in the ritual actions.
Once generated, the variable sections ( frauuarāne,
gāh, šnūman, etc.) are marked in our digital edition,
distinguishing between fixed parts of the edited liturgy and performance dependent, variable sections.
The Parallel Viewer allows users to compare each
generated ceremony with other ones, a feature that
highlights the view that single rituals are part of a
complex ritual system.

A further innovative aspect of our edition is the reproduction of the dynamic character of the rituals. The performance of each ritual depends on several factors such as
the time or place of the performance, the deity to whom
the liturgy is dedicated, or the goal of the performance.
For the reconstruction of these ritual factors, we have relied not only on the manuscripts, but have also considered the Persian Rivāyats written at the same time and
often by the same priests.
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